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The Glory Days Of Metal Revisited. 8 MP3 Songs METAL: Power Metal, METAL: Instrumental Metal

Details: ATTIC SYMPHONY - THE GLORY DAYS OF METAL REVISITED You remember it well. The

night of the concert. Not just any concert... your favorite band is in town. You've got your ticket with the

band's logo monogrammed on it. You put a crease in it so that it gets neatly torn on the perforation.

Arriving at the colliseum early, you make a beeline for the stage so you can secure your spot in front of

the lead guitarist. A wall of black Marshall stacks stretch from stage left to stage right. The form of a

mammoth drum kit is hidden beneath a black tarp atop a large riser. A huge backdrop with the band's

latest album cover eblazoned on it hangs from an elaborate light rig that resembles a mothership. The air

is electric and there is no other place on earth you would rather be than right here, right now. The

intensity builds until the lights go down and everything suddenly becomes larger than life. Remember

those days when "more" was more? RECAPTURE THE MAGIC The music of Attic Symphony will take

you back to that concert arena in an instant. Just click on the audio clips, dust off that air guitar, and dig

that old Iron Maiden t-shirt out of the trunk and let's SHAKE THE RAFTERS! YOUR TICKET TO THE

SHOW Attic Symphony is not just a CD to passively listen to, but passionately listen to. It's your

headbanging, fist pumping, Bic flicking, crowd roaring ticket to the show and doesn't just want a spot in

your CD collection. It wants to dominate your CD collection and won't rest until it's roaring from your

speakers! Your copy is waiting...
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